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Feature overview
A benefit base increase paired with your benefit base floor creates a powerful combination for
the NAC BenefitSolutions fixed index annuity. On each contract anniversary during the first 20
contract years, a benefit base increase, equal to the weighted average percentage change in the
fixed and indexed accounts during the preceding contract year, may be added to the benefit
base. This means potentially higher lifetime payment amounts versus the contract guarantees.

Client case study
Meet the client. She is nearing retirement and while she places value on guaranteed income,
she also wants the opportunity for increased income potential. She has other assets set aside
for retirement, so she is willing to see if her fixed index annuity can help give her the income
growth potential she’s looking for. Fortunately her NAC BenefitSolutions offers the potential for
benefit base increases based upon her fixed and indexed account options. See example below.

How it works
Hypothetical example

1 Due to the 4.5% interest credit after the first
contract year, the benefit base increased
above the benefit base floor.

3 No step up needed -

$225,000

Benefit base outpacing
benefit base floor

2 After multiple years of zero interest credits,

the benefit base was stepped up by the
benefit base floor, giving an instant boost on
the fifth contract anniversary.

$200,000

3 Consistent interest credits provided multiple

$175,000

benefit base increases allowing the benefit
base to outpace the underlying guarantees of
the benefit base floor.
Hypothetical examples for illustrative purposes only. Not
intended to predict future results. Assumes $100,000
premium. Examples assume no withdrawals. Anytime a
withdrawal is taken, the benefit base and benefit base
floor are both reduced by the same percentage the
accumulation value was reduced by that withdrawal.

Contact your financial
professional to learn more.
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Sammons Financial® is the marketing name for Sammons® Financial Group, Inc.’s member companies, including North American Company for Life and Health Insurance®.
Annuities and life insurance are issued by, and product guarantees are solely the responsibility of, North American Company for Life and Health Insurance.
This flyer must be presented along with the NAC BenefitSolutions brochure at point of sale. For further details not included in this sheet, please refer to the
NAC BenefitSolutions brochure.
Insurance products issued by North American Company for Life and Health Insurance®, West Des Moines, Iowa. Product and features/options may not be available in all states or appropriate for all clients. See product
materials and state availability chart for further details, specific features/options, and limitations by product and state. The NAC BenefitSolutions® is issued on base contract form NA1006A/ICC14-NA1006A or appropriate
state variation including all applicable endorsements and riders. Neither North American, nor any financial professionals acting on its behalf, should be viewed as providing legal, tax or investment advice. Consult with and
rely on your own qualified advisor. The term financial professional is not intended to imply engagement in an advisory business in which compensation is not related to sales. Financial professionals that are insurance licensed
will be paid a commission on the sale of an insurance product.
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